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CÎL\PTER I

INTRODUCTION

The development of the embryonic heart involves a complex repetoire of events leading to the formation of the
adult form.

A defect in one of the major events, the for-

mation of cushion tissue, has been postulated to account
for approximately 88% of congenital heart defects (Gasul e_t
al. 1955).

In addition to its specific clinical signifi-

cance, the development of cushion tissue or heart mesen- •
chyme also presents an opportunity to study morphogenetic
events of both cell biological and embryological interest.
Briefly, at a time shortly after heart looping begins
the atrioventricular (AV) canal and outflow tract regions
undergo an enlargement of the extraceliular matrix.

Sub-

sequently, at late stage 17 or early 18 (Hamburger and
Hamilton, 1951), endothelial cells of the AV canal and outflow tracts become activated (reflected by cell enlargement) and begin a centripetal migration through the extra- .
cellular matrix (ECM) tov^ards the rayocardiunu In contrast,
the cells of the immediately adjacent regions of the heart
(ventricle and atrium) remain endothelial.

There are no

morphological differences between the endothelial cells of
the various regions which presage this behavior.

Specific

questions to be resolved concerning heart mesenchymal (HM)

cell behavior are: 1) do the endothelial cells become activated by a response to an exogenous factor or is it an
internally programmed event or both?
translocate through the ECM?

2) how do HM cells

and 3) what determines their

directed cell movement (e.g. HM cells move toward the AV
myocardium but not into the ECM of the ventricle or
atrium)?
Thus the embryonic heart, particularly in formation of
HM cells, provides a useful model to study the larger problem (in scope) of epithelial-mesenchymal interactions.

The

advantages of this model include the limited number of cell
types present (endothelium, mesenchyrae, and myocardium), a
contiguous (ventricular) endothelium which does not become
activated (hence an endogenous control) and the relatively
large amount of acellular ECM through which the HM cells
raigrate (potentially isolatable and testable).

An addi-

tional advantage is conferred by the development of a three
dimensional collagen culture system (Bernanke, 1980; Bernanke and Markwald, 1982) in which the events of HM cell
formation and migration can be studied.

This permits man-

ipulation of the system either by the addition or subtraction of selected tissues (ventricular vs. AV endothelium or
myocardium) or extracellular components.
The large amount of ECM in the heart is of interest
because it represents both the raigratory substrate for
raesenchyraal cells and the vehicle by which a tissue inter-
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action between endothelium and myocardium would be transmitted.

Grobstein (1955) initially showed that tissue

interaction in development of the salivary gland was mediated by a substance that crossed a millipore filter but was
not readily diffusable for any distance.

By staining the

filter he showed that ECM was deposited in the filter and
suggested that this was the inductive substance produced by
the mesenchyme for the differentiation of the epithelia.
More recent work by Bernfield and coworkers has shoim the
salivary gland epithelial-mesenchymal interaction to be
more complex than previously assumed.

Molecules produced

by both epithelial and mesenchymal tissues are required to
complete developraent (Bernfield and Banerjee 1972, 1982;
David and Bernfield 1979, 1980; Bernfield,
unpublished-personal coramunication).

For example a neutral

hyaluronidase, secreted by the mesenchyrae, labilizes glycosaminoglycans of the epithelial basal lamina.

This in

turn, through unknown raechanisms, stimulates mitotic activity and proliferation of the tip of the lobule.

At other

portions of the basal lamina, degradation of the glycosarainoglycans is prevented by stabilization of the basal
laraina collagen with heparan sulfate proteoglycan released
from the epithelial cell surface.

Stabilized portions of

the basal lamina act in some manner to prevent cell proliferation and the clefts between the lobules are formed by
differential growth.

Thus tissue interaction in this case
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is regulated by the initial appearance and localization of
neutral hyaluronidase from the mesenchyme.

In other

systems a variety of ECM components have been implicated in
the regulation of development including collagen (Haushka
and Konigsberg, 1955; Hay and Meie.r, 1975), hyaluronate
(Toole, 1982), and proteins (Hall and Van Exan, 1982;
Richraond and Elmer, 1980).
The most compelling evidence that ECM is involved in
the regulation of development coraes from the neural crest
system.

Using the chick-quail chimera marker system devel-

oped by LeDourain (1973) it has been shown that transplanted cells will follow the pathways appropriate to their
location in the erabryo and forra structures normally seen to
appear in that location (Noden, 1975).

Further, even older

differentiated cells of neural crest origin are able to
respond upon placement in a younger embryo and will migrate
according to the host embryos "instructions" (Bronner and
Cohen, 1979).

However, recent evidence suggests that the

transplanted crest cells in responding to the hosts
instructions will express a characteristic structural
morphology appropriate to the donor origin.

Neural crest

cells destined to migrate into the first arch, upon transplantation into the second arch, will make cartilage with
morphology of first arch cartilage at the appropriate location for second arch cartilage in the erabryo (Noden,1982).
In this case, the development of cartilage appears to be
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due to a tissue interaction between the host tissues, directing formation of cartilage at the appropriate location,
and the donor neural crest cells, forraing the appropriate
morphological structure of their original destination.
Tissue interaction has been classically divided into
two categories (Saxen, 1977; Wessels, 1977; Kratochwil,
1983).

Permissive interactions are those in which the

environmental substances produced by the inductor tissue
permit the induced tissue to develop according to its own
genetic programming.

The exaraple of salivary gland devel-

opraent described above would fit this pattern.

The altern-

ative category of instructive (or directive) induction
iraplies a transfer of inforraational molecules which direct
the development of the receiving tissue.

The classic exam-

ple of this type of interaction is the formation of the
lens of the eye.

A large portion of the head ectoderm is

competent to form lens tissue but the actual formation is
directed by the presence of the optic cup.

Thus the optic

cup is concieved as the producer of an inforraational message which causes the formation of lens tissue in cells
which would otherwise be epithelial (Wessels, 1977).

To

date, no specific molecule of the ECM has been shown to
convey an "instructive" message (Bissel, 1983).
Direct evidence for a tissue interaction, raediated by
ECM, betv/een the endotheliura and the myocardium is lacking
in the heart systera.

Disruption of ECM production in the
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heart by Trypan Blue (Adaras Sraith, 1953; Satow and Manasek,
1977), salicylate (Gessner, 1955; Grimes and Markwald,
1975), retinoic acid (Davis, 1981), and 5-diazo-5-oxo-Lnorleucine (DON)(Markwald et al. 1979b) has shown a concomitant impairment of mesenchymal cell formation in the AV
canal.

However it cannot be discerned frora these studies

whether the altered matrix production is directly related
to the lack of mesenchyme formation or whether this is a
side effect of these inhibitors.
This study is presented in several chapters.

Chapter

two concerns whether the epitheliura-to-mesenchyme transition in the AV canal is a product of a tissue interaction.
The data in this chapter provide direct evidence that the
onset of seeding cannot occur in the absence of the rayocardium during a crucial period of development.

Use was

made of three dimensional collagen gels for this analysis,
but the similarly tiraed appearance of seeding and regional
specificity of mesenchyme formation in this culture system
suggest that this is an accurate representation of events
in vivo.

Although the interacting tissues _in vivo are

separated by the ECM, the experimental design cannot differentiate between interaction raediated by cell-cell
contact vs. that mediated by ECM.
The data contained in chapter two also confirm a
regional difference in mesenchyrae formation in the heart
and show that it is not an inhibition of migration by the
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myocardium which accounts for the lack of raesenchyme in the
ventricle.

It was then asked whether the regional dif-

ferences reflected a difference in the formation of the ECM
by the myocardium or a change in the ability of the endothelia to receive the interactive stimulus.

Since the

signal was responded to by the endothelia during late stage
17 (Haraburger and Hamilton, 1951) regional and temporal
differences in the composition of the ECM were examined
prior to, during, and after this time period.

For reasons

detailed below, this examination focused on the glycoprotein components of the matrix.

These data are presented in

chapters three and four.
Only three classes of ECM components in the heart have
been identified to date; (1) glycosarainoglycans and proteoglycans, (2) collagen, and (3) glycoproteins (Manasek,
1977). Preliminary data, since confirraed (Funderburg,
1983), indicated a homogeneous composition of glycosaminoglycans between HM forming and non-HM forming regions of
the heart.

Since collagen was not the interactive stimulus

in the culture systera (cells isolated on the collagen surface did not invade without the rayocardial stimulus), the
investigation focused on the largely unknown population of
glycoproteins in the ECM.

Manasek (1975a) suggested from

autoradiographic evidence that ECM glycoproteins might be
the interactive substance between the heart and the gut
endoderm which stimulates myofibril organization in the
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myocardium.

Lemanski _et a_l. (1979) have clearly shown that

a "final inductive influence" from the gut endoderra is
required in this systera.

By extrapolation, Manasek (1975a)

suggested that "In similar fashion it is proposed that
later cell raigrations of developmental significance (such
as cushion formation) also depend upon recognition of
matrix glycoproteins".

Further he proposed "these mole-

cules could provide regional specificity to a matrix".
Chapter three contains prelirainary results of an
investigation of this hypothesis.

Despite its preliminary

nature the chapter is included here for two reasons.
First, the data in the results are crucial to the interpretation of the body of work contained in this dissertation;
and second, methodological changes made in chapter four
alter the data from that of chapter three and the significance of this is discussed in the later chapter.

Chapter

four contains a raore thorough analysis of differences in
the glycoprotein composition of the ECM during the period
of tissue interaction and between the HM cell forming AV
canal and the ventricle.

Together, chapters three and four

suggest that regional specificity of the ECM is not an
explanation for regional differences in seeding.

They also

suggest that the tissue interaction cannot be accounted for
by the appearance of a novel species of glycoprotein.
In addition to providing the stimulus for seeding
shown in chapter one, the ECM also provides the substrate
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for migration by the HM cells.

Structural analysis of cell

substrate interactions has been the subject of nuraerous
studies by Markwald and coworkers for a nuraber of years
(Markwald et al. 1978, 1979a, 1981; Fitzharris and
Markwald, 1982) via scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and high voltage electron microscopy.

The final portion of this dissertation is an

examination of HM cell attachment j ^ vivo and _in vitro via
freeze fracture.

It represents a final morphological exam-

ination of HM cells to collaborate and extend the previous
studies.

The advantage of freeze fracture lies in the high

resolution examination of areas of cell raerabrane. The
specific purpose of the study was to identify specializations of the raembrane which would indicate sites of
cell-raatrix interactions.

Although this study does not

address the overall problem of developraental tissue interaction in the heart it represents an additional study by
the candidate during his studies and is included in the
appendix for that reason.
In summary, the studies within this dissertation were
designed to determine whether the ECM plays a role in the
formation of mesenchyrae in the heart and, once established,
investigate the potential for the relatively uncharacterized ECM glycoproteins to raediate this event.

CHAPTER II

INVASION OF MESENCHYi-lE INTO THREE-DIMENSIONAL COLLAGEN
GELS: A REGIONAL AND TEMPORAL ANALYSIS OF TISSUE
INTEPJVCTION IN EMBRYONIC HEART TISSUE

Introduction
One of the major developmental events in the early
heart is the regional acquisitition of a mesenchymal phenotype by the endothelia of the atrioventricular canal.

In

contrast, the adjacent endothelia of the ventricle remain
unaltered. The question of how only one of these heretofore
indistinguishable cell populations acquires this capability
is an intriquing one that is crucial to normal heart development since these mesenchymal cells are the putative
precursors of the valves and membranous septa (Marlcwald ^t_
aJ^, 1981).
Beginning at stage 17 and continuing through stage 18
(approximately 55-59 h r ) , some of the endothelial cells of
the atrioventricular canal (an epithelial tissue) detach
from one another, invade the underlying ECM, and migrate
towards the myocardiura (Bolender and Markv^rald, 1979).
Adjacent endothelial cells of the ventricle do not demonstrate this ability to seed into the ECM and migrate at
this time (Markwald et. al^. 1975).

Several studies have

indicated spatial and temporal correlation of the composi10
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tion and properties of the glycosaminoglycans of the ECM
with the events of thisraesenchyraeforraation (Markwald and
Adaras Sraith, 1972; Markwald _et .al. 1977, 1978).

Other

studies with the inhibitor DON, a glutamine analogue, have
demonstrated a concomitant impairment of mesenchyme cell
forraation and raigration and the incorporation of radioisotope into glycosarainoglycans (Markwald and Bernanke, 1981;
Markwald .et .al. 1979b) .

However, the use of inhibitors or

subtractive agents such as enzymes cannot totally separate
casually or causally related effects.
Bernanke and Markwald (1979, 1982) recently developed
an jji vitro raodel of cardiacraesenchyraeformation utilizing
a repolymerized collagen lattice.

They observed that

atrioventricular canal explants produce an endothelial
monolayer over the surface of collagen gels and that a portion of these endothelial cells detach and seed into the
raatrix of the gels in a manner which miraics the formation
of the mesenchymal cells jji vivo.

They also observed, but

did not pursue, that the ventricular endothelia do not
appear to invade the underlying gel.

A number of invest-

igators have also observed that other mesenchyraal cell
types including fibroblasts, tumor cells, and smooth muscle
cells have the ability to invade collagen lattices (both
natural and reconstituted), while a variety of definitive
epithelial cell types do not (Overton, 1977, 1979; Schor,
1980; Delvos et al. 1982).
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This study was undertaken to determine: 1) whether the
teraporal onset of seeding seen _in situ is mimicked by
atrioventricular endothelial cells in culture, 2) if the
regional differences in seeding seen in

situ are maintained

in culture, and 3) if the aquisition of seeding in vitro is
dependent on an interaction v/ith other components of
embryonic heart or if it is an independent programmed
event.
The use of the collagen gel system permits the isolation and examination of the phenomena of cell seeding which
would be intractable under norraal two-dimensional culture
conditions.

Since such epithelial-mesenchymal transforma-

tions (i.e. the aquisition of a migratory phenotype by an
ostensibly epithelial cell) occur throughout the early
embryo (Trelstad et^ _a_l. 1982), these data may have a more
general significance in understanding embryo development.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Collagen Lattices
Three-diraensional collagen substrates (1.85 mg
protein/ml) of repolymerized rat tail collagen were prepared according to the method of Bernanke and Markwald
(1979, 1982) in 35 mra tissue culture dishes.

The gels were

rinsed once with 1 ral raedium 199 (Gibco), followed by a
rinse with 1 ml medium 199 plus 2% fetal calf serum
(Gibco).

Following a final addition of medium with serum.
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the culture dishes were incubated in 5% CO^ at 37°C for one
hour prior to the addition of the explants.

The medium on

some cultures was supplemented with 5 ug/ml of insulin, 5
ug/ml of transferrin and 5 ng of selenium (ITS suppleraent,
Collaborative Research).
growth frora the explants.

This resulted in a greater outThere were no observed differ-

ences in the percentages of seeded cultures between raedium
with or without the ITS supplement.
Experimental Protocol
Fertilized White Leghorn chicken eggs (Poultry Science
Dept., Texas A & M University) were incubated at 37.5 C for
48-72 hr.

Stages 12 to 18 (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951)

were utilized since this period brackets the time from the
initial enlargement of the atrioventricular canal ECM
through the appearance of a large population of mesenchymal
cells.

Erabryos were collected and placed in sterile

Tyrode's balanced salt solution (Gibco).

After careful

staging, the hearts were reraoved and the atria and outflow
tracts cut away.

The reraaining tissue was separated into

atrioventricular canal and ventricular portions and cut
longitudinally to expose the central luraen.

These portions

of the heart were explanted onto the surface of drained
collagen gels (i.e. the dishes were decanted so that the
onlyraediurareraaining, approxiraately 1 ral, was contained
within the collagen latticework).

After a period of time

sufficent for the endothelial cells to raigrate off of the
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explant onto the gel surface, the explants were raoved to a
new portion of the gel (see Fig. 2-1, AV explant moved frora
A to A' and ventricular explant moved from B to B') leaving
behind the initial outgrowth.

In order to examine the

timing of any tissue interaction in culture, the period of
explant incubation (at sites A and B) vías varied between 8
and 22 hr.

Twenty four hr after explant reraoval, the cul-

tures were examined with phase microscopy and scored for
the presence of seeded cells.

The primary criteria for

seeding was defined as the presence of cells whose plane of
focus was obviously beneath the polygonal endothelial cells
that remained on the surface of the gel.

Seeded cells also

displayed a characteristic fusiform or stellate morphology
with extended filopodia.

A culture was not scored as

"seeded" unless there were at least three cells clearly
visible beneath the gel surface.
The rayocardium in both the atrioventricular canal and
ventricular explants continued to beat throughout the duration of each culture.

This served as a useful marker for

monitoring the completeness of removal of the explant since
cultures which exhibited beating (myocardial) cells at
their original sites (A or B) were excluded from the data.
From these data, scatter plots of time of explant
incubation vs. whether or not the culture was seeded were
made.

Linear regression analysis of the scatter plot for

each stage was performed and the regression lines obtained
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were graphed as the probability of observing a seeded culture X 100 vs. the time of explant incubation.

The totals

for each stage were grouped together and analyzed by
Duncan's Multiple Range Test.

Representative cultures were

photographed on a Leitz zernicke phase light microscope or
on a V/ild Photomicroscope.

Results
Growth of the Explants in Culture
Explants taken from the embryonic heart during stages
12-17 contain only two detectable cell phenotypes, myocardial cells and endothelial cells (Manasek, 1959;
Bernanke and Markwald, 1982).

The endothelial cells grew

out as a monolayer on the surface of the gel while the myocardial portion of the explant remained a tightly clustered
ball of cells surrounded by a layer of adhering endothelium.

As shown in Fig. 2-2 only the endothelium derived

from the atrioventricular canal region of the heart seeded
the collagen gel.

Endothelial cells which proliferated

from the ventricular region remained on the surface.

The

proliferative ability of the endothelial cells derived from
the ventricular and atrioventricular canal explants was
consistently different with all stages examined.

The ven-

tricular endothelia did not spread out over the surface of
the gel to as great an extent as did those of the atrioventricular canal explants.

Only 84% of the ventricular
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explants were able to produce a monolayer outgrowth at the
original site (B) whereas 99% of atrioventricular canal
explants produced an endothelial outgrowth (site A ) .

In

both the the atrioventricular canal and ventricular monolayers, two forms of endothelial cells could be seen on the
gel surface (Figs. 2-3, 2-5, and 2-7): polygonal cells
closely apposed to one another (typical of endothelial
cells), and cells with pseudopodia or lamellipodia
extending from their surfaces similar to those seen in two
dimensional tissue culture.

This second type of appear- .

ance was primarily found among isolated cells and along the
free border of cell clusters (arrow, Fig. 2-3).
Seeding of Atrioventricular
Canal Outgrowths
Monolayers derived from stage 12 atrioventricular
canal explants (n=10) in which the explant was removed
prior to 22 hr in culture (from site A) failed to exhibit
seeding of the collagen gel.

Continued incubation of the

explants at site A' for another 24 hr resulted in the
appearance of seeded mesenchymal cells beneath the explants
(not shown).

Older stages showed the appearance of seeding

with correspondingly less time of incubation but, by 24 hr .
after explant transfer to site A' (Fig. 2-1), an average of
97% of all atrioventricular canal explants, regardless of
stage at the time of initial explantation, had initiated
seeding of cushion cells into the collagen gel.
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Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5 depict differences seen with
varied periods of explant incubation.

An unseeded atrio-

ventricular canal monolayer is sho-ím in Fig. 2-3.

In this

example, a stage 14 explant reraoved after 14 hr in culture
exhibited no seeded cells when the persisting endothelial
monolayer was examined 24 hr later.

Figure 2-4 shows a

stage 15 monolayer in which the explant was removed after a
similar period of time, in this case the monolayer exhibited a number of seeded cells.

Finally, Fig. 2-5 shows the

result of extended incubation of the endothelium with the .
myocardiura at site A'.

The explant is surrounded by a halo

of seeded raesenchymal cells.

The relationship between the .

tirae of explant incubation in culture and the appearance of
seeded cultures for each stage is sho-^m in Fig. 2-8.

With

increasing tirae of incubation of the explant at site A
there was a increase in the percentage of seeded cultures
observed for all stages.

Cultures incubated less than 8 hr

did not have a sufficent outgrowth from the explant to be
scored.

Isolated atrioventricular monolayers which were

not seeded by 24 hr after the removal of the explant did
not appear to aquire this ability later.

Unseeded mono-

layers were observed for up to two weeks without the
appearance of seeded cells in the gels.
Statistical confirmation of the difference in seeding
ability between stages is shown in Table 1.

The grouped

data for each stage show a progression towards a greater
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percentage of seeded cultures with increasing age in ovo
prior to explanting.
Seeding of Ventricular Outgrowths
The appearance of a ventricular explant (site B', Fig.
2-1) is shown in Fig. 2-5.

The closely knit endothelial

outgrowth has fewer free cells on the surface of the gel
than are typically seen in an atrioventricular canal outgrowth.

Figure 2-7 depicts a ventricular monolayer from

site B (Fig. 2-1). Again, the cells are seen to be generally polygonal in shape with no evidence of seeded fusi-*
form or stellate cells.
The results of observations on seeding by cells
derived from ventricular outgrowths are shown in Fig. 2-9.
No relationship between age of the explant and the time of
incubation was observed until stage 18.
data for each stage is sho\m in Table 1.

The cumulative
Very low percen- •

tages of cultures with seeded cells were seen prior to
stage 18.
The increased percentage of a seeded cultures seen
with stage 18 explants may be attributed to the initial
appearance of a third cell type (epicardium) on the surface
of the ventricle at this stage (Table 1 ) . To test whether
the epicardium is capable of seeding, an intact stage 15
(no epicardium present) heart and an intact stage 22 (epicardium present) heart were laid on the gel surface.

As

shown in Figs. 2-10 and 2-11, the younger heart showed out-

growth or seeding only at the cut ends of the atríuîn and
outflow tract while the older heart showed an area of
seeded cells appearently derived frorn tné ventríc.lar
surface.

Discussion
The major events of atrioventricular cushion forrraticn
were recently sho'tm to occur in three-dimensional collagen
gel culture in the exact histolc^'ical sequ«;r.'-:e as they
occur _in situ (Bernanke and Markwald, 1982).

One impor- •

tance of this observation vras the opportunity to experimentally discern causal or casual interrelationships
between endothelium (progenitor of mesenchyme) and the myocardium and its multitude of matrical secretory products.
Of course, the validity of the collagen gel systern as an iji
vitro model for cushion morphogenesis requires raore than
histological similarity.

This study tested the norphc-

genetic potential of the model further and found that (1)
chronologically, the in_ situ timing sequence of endotheiial
seeding is mimicked in culture; (2) regional variation in
the in situ capacity to form mesenchyr.e is duplicateã; and
(3) endothelial seeding as suggested from in. sit'j. inhibitor
studies (Markwald and Bernanke, 1979) cannot occur independent of interaction with other tissue components of the
embryonic heart.
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Seeding was observed in a majority of culture:i only
after the total chronological age (initial age of explant
plus time in culture) of the tissue reached 64-69 hr.
Therefore, stage 15 explants required more time in cultur'-;
to demonstrate a majority of seeded cultures than did older
stages.

The final evaluation of the cultures 24 hr after

explant removal was chosen empirically since trie youngest
explants (at site A') took that long to manifest seeding.
The results show a strircinq differe.'-.ce between the
atrioventricular canal and the ventricular explants in
their abilities to seed mesenchymal cells into the coilagen
gel.

Differences in the abilities of these cells to forrr?

mesenchyme have been previously described by Mar ovald et
al. (1975).

From both Fig. 2-9 and Table I it is spparent

that a few ventricle explants exhibited seedinq potenrisi
at stages prior stage 18.

This lanexpected seeding riay be

an artifact of microdissection produced by the inadvertsnr
inclusion of either atrioventricular canal or outflcv tract
endothelium (both capable of seeding) vitn the isoiated
ventricular explant.

Kinsella and Fitzharris (1982) vere

able to deraonstrate a difference between the seeding cf
labelled atrioventricular canal and ventricuisr cells m t c
isolated embryonic heart cushion tissue, but they aisc
observed seeding by putative ventricular endotheliai ceiis.
Since they isolated donor tissue froir. hearts in vhich -he
epicardium was presumbably present the li»:iteâ aMoumt of
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seeding by ventricular cells they encountered may also be
artefactual.

Ho and Shimata (1978) show that a third cell

type, the epicardium, migrates over the outer surface of
therayocardiurafrom the dorsal mesocardiura around stage 18.
In this system the dramatic increase in seeded cultures
seen with stage 18 ventricular explants is consistent with
the appearance of this epicardiura in the heart.

Therefore,

it is dificult to differentiate between these potential
sources of mesenchymal cells after stage 17 in the ventricle.

The invasiveness demonstrated by the epicardium is

consistent with the hypothesized role of the epicardium in
the formation of the blood vessels of the heart wall
(Manasek, 1959, 1970).
The evidence for a tissue interaction in the culture
system can be summarized by examining the data for stage
13.

After shorter periods of incubation with the atrio-

ventricular explant (10-12 h r ) , only 10% of the monolayers
were able to seed the collagen gel (Fig. 2-8). By 3 8 hr
later (Table 1, site A') 100% of the cultures with the
explant present were seeded.

Since the isolated monolayers

in the absence of the explant were unable to aquire the
ability to seed within the same period of time or even with
longer periods of culture, it is clear that the difference
lies in an interaction of the endothelium with the explant.
This pattern is consistent with all stages examined.

The

oldest explants (stages 17 and 18) exhibited seeding in a
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majorlty Of eultures which was not prevented by the prompt
riMui'v.i 1 of tli(3 e;vi>.l<:u)t.

In these cases, it appears that

the matur.itioiicil inl:eraGtion(s) has previously occurred in
SÍtU/ and that the endírthelial Outgrowth was competent to
acjed iueseiicliYtue without the continued presence of the
expiant.
'i'lie clãta show that a product or â portion of the myocardial explant promotos seeding of endocardial cushion
tissue cells into a three-diraensionãl collagen lattice.
The experimental proteeríl reported here does not differen-.
tiate the source of the tissue interaction.

One cannot

tell from these data whether the differences seen between
the atrioventricular and ventricular endothelia are a
product of regional differences in the interacting
coraponent or components of the explant or are a result of
differences in the ability of the endothelial cells to
respond.

Prelirainary experiments which would support the

second alternative, that the differences lie in the
response of the cells, have recently been reported
elsewhere (Runyan et^ al_. 1982).
Experiments devised to disrupt the norrrial production
of the ECM by the use of synthetic inhibitors (Markwald et
al. 1979b; Markvíald and Bernanke, 1981) show a concomitant
disruption of cushion tissue formation and migration. There
is also evidence in a number of other systems that ECM can
mediate tissue interaction (for reviews see Grobstein 1955,
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1957; Hay, 1977; Hay and Meier, 1978).

It seems plausible,

for these reasons, that the tissue interaction observed in
these studies can be mediated by the EC.M but this remains
to be proven.

Further studies are underway to clarify this

point by attempting to isolate components of the explants
and test thera against unseeded but potentially receptive
raonolayers.

TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE SEEDED CULTURES (CUMULATIVE TOTALS)

AV canal''
Stage"
13
14
15
16
17
18

[48-52]
[50-53]
[50-55]
[51-56]
[52-64]
[65-69]

monolayer
(site A)
18 (23) A'^
27 (26) A
61 (54) B
71 (62) B,C
79 (48) B,C
87 (28) C

AV explant
(site A')
100
97
94
98
100
96

(17)
(36)
(64)
(62)
(36)
(28)

Ven monolayer
(site B)
15
0
0
5
10
35

(12)
(20)
(41)
(48)
(44)
(23)

X,Y
X
X
X
X
Y

Ven explant
(site B')
0(17)
12 (34)
3(64)
11 (62)
14 (36)
39 (28)

° Stage of embryo from which heart explant was taken. Numbers
in brackets indicate the approximate age of the embryo in hours
(Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951).
^ Abbreviations: AV, atrioventricular canal; Ven, ventricle.
•^ Parentheses indicate the number of cultures scored within this
group. Identical capital letters indicate that the totals are not sigúficantly difîerent. a = 0.05.
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Fig. 2-1.

Diagram of the experimental manipulation.

An

atrioventricular canal explant was placed at site A and
the ventricular explant was placed at site B.

After an

interval, varying from 8 to 22 hr of incubation, the
explant at site A was moved to A' and the explant at site
B was moved to site B'.

Twenty four hr later the collagen

gel was examined at all four sites A, A', B, B' for
seeding into the lattice.

B

!«'!9H!!!.!íi>i^!Wf"î-S''^'í':''SÍ^"^^

,.,<C:S^.__,..KQN.
^-SSs,

^

A

A'

B'

B
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Fig. 2-2.

A macroscopic view of a heart laid on the

surface of a collagen gel. Focus is beneath the surface of
the gel. The atrioventricular canal (AV) endothelium can
be seen to invade the collagen gel while no seeded cells
can be seen at the cut end of the ventricle (VEN). Bar=100
um.
Fig. 2-3.

A phase light raicrograph of an unseeded atrio-

ventricular canal monolayer. Focus is on the gel surface.
This raonolayer was the outgrowth of a stage 14 heart which
was present on the gel surface for 14 hr.

Arrows indicate

cells with extended cell processes. Bar=50 ura.
Fjg. 2-4.

A phase light raicrograph of a seeded atrio-

ventricular canal raonolayer. The image was focused beneath
the surface of the gel to show seeded, fusiform and
stellate cells (arrows). This outgrowth was derived from a
stage 15 heart which was present on the surface for 14 hr.
Bar=50 um.
Fig. 2-5.

A phase light micrograph of a seeded stage 15

atrioventricular explant. As in Fig. 2-4, the image was
focused beneath the surface to demonstrate seeded cells
(arrow). E, explant. Bar=50 um.
Fig. 2-5.

A phase light raicrograph of an unseeded stage

15 ventricular explant (E). Focus is on the gel surface.
Bar=50 um.
Fig. 2-7.

A phase light micrograph of an unseeded

ventricular monolayer from a stage 15 heart. Focus is on
the gel surface. Bar=50 um.
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Figs. 2-8,2-9.

Linear regression plots of the

relationship between seeding and incubation time prior to
explant removal. The numbers at the ends of the lines
indicate the stage of the embryo at the time incubation
started. Fig. 8 shows the data for atrioventricular canal
endothelia and Fig. 9 is the corresponding plot for
ventricular endothelia.
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Fig. 2-10.

Dark field macroscopic view of a stage 15

heart laid intact on the surface of the collagen gel.
Cell seeding or outgrowth is observed only at the cut ends
of the atrium (A) and outflow tract (OT). There is no cell
outgrowth from the surface of the atrioventricular canal
(AV) or the ventricle (VEN). Twenty four hr in culture.
Bar=100 ura.
Fig. 2-11.

Identical preparation of a stage 22 heart.

The epicardial cells on the external surface of the
ventricle (VEN) show an ability to spread over the surface
of the gel and seed into the matrix. Bar=100 um.

CHAPTER III

PROTEINS OF THE EMBRYONIC EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX:
REGIONAL AND TEMPORAL CORRELATION WITH TISSUE
INTERACTION IN THE HEART

Introduction
The sleeve of extracellular matrix (ECM) located
between the endothelium and the myocardium of early embryonic heart is one of the largest areas of acellular ground
substance in the early embryo.

A fuctional role of ECM in

heart development is suggested by the occurence of heart
malf ormations when matrix production is inhibited (Satoví
and Manasek, 1977; Markwald and Bernanke, 1981).

We have

utilized the developing heart of the chick embryo as a
model system in previous studies to investigate both
cell-matrix interactions (i.e. attachment and motility) and
cell-cell interactions which are mediated by ECM (i.e.
induction and directed cell migration)(Bernanke and Markwald, 1979, Runyan and Markwald, 1983).

One advantage of

early heart as a model system is the presence of only two
cell types, myocardium and endothelium.

Specific regions

of the endothelium (outflow tract and atrioventricular
canal (AV)) undergo an epithelial-mesenchymal transformation and the resulting mesenchyraal cells raigrate toward
the myocardium.

Eventually these cells form the valves and
33
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septa of the heart and divide the outflow tract into the
aorta and pulmonary trunk.
In order to establish direct evidence for a tissue
interaction between myocardium and endothelium we explanted
these tissues to three-dimensional collagen lattice
culture.

Other investigators have shown that epithelial

tissues remain on the surface of collagen gels while neoplastic and mesenchymal tissues invade the matrix (Delvos
et al^. 1982, Schor, 1980).

We have demonstrated a specific

time in developraent when endotheliura of the AV canal
responds to a myocardial signal.

AV endotheliura in culture

remains on the surface of collagen gels while endotheliiim
co-cultured with the AV rayocardium for a suitable period of
time undergoes an epithelial-mesenchymal transformation and
invades the collagen raatrix. The tiraing of this event _in
vitro coincides closely with the onset of cushion cell
seeding in vivo (Runyan and Markwald, 1983).
We hypothesize that the signal mediating this tissue
interaction may be a glycoprotein of the ECM.

The presence

of glycoproteins in the ECM has been well established but
little is known of their diversity or function (Manasek,
1975b, Satow and Manasek, 1977).

The heterogeneity of

these molecules raakes them likely candidates for mediating
specific cell-cell interactions. To test this hypothesis
radiolabelled precursor was incorporated into chick embryos
at developraental stages before and after tissue interction.
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Newly synthesized ECM proteins were exarained electrophoretically by coraparing transforraing and non-transforming
regions of the heart.

Changes in the profile of newly

labeled proteins were observed around the tirae of tissue
interaction but no differences were observed between
regions.

Subseguent experiments showed that the myocardium

of the ventricle (VN) (non-seeding segment) also stimulated
the epithelial-raesenchymal transformation in vitro.

These

data support the potential role of an ECM glycoprotein as a
mediator of this tissue interaction.

Materials and Methods
Visualization Of Newly
Synthesized ECM Proteins
Six embryos of each stage were placed in New culture
(New, 1955) and labeled with 12.5 uCi/erabryo of a

C amino

acid mixture (NEC-445, New England Nuclear, 303 mCi/ramole
average specific activity) for 5 hr in media RPMI 1540
without amino acids.

After labeling, the hearts were

pooled and divided into AV and VN portions.

The heart seg-

ments were treated for 3 0 min with 5 mM EDTA at 4°C (volume
200 ul) and then incubated in 0.25 mg/ral (volurae 200 ul)
testicular hyaluronidase (type I, Sigraa) at 37 C for 4 hr.
Next the cells were reraoved by centrifugation (10,000 g, 15
min) and the ECM proteins were precipitated in TCA.

Fluor-

ometric analysis for the presence of glucose 5-phosphate
dehydrogenase (Langdon, 1955) by monitoring the formation
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of NADH showed less than 4% cell rupture, confirming the
extracellular nature of these proteins.

The spectrum of

synthesized proteins was determined by separation with SDS
gel electrophoresis on a 10% polyacrylamide gel.

The gels

were subseguently fluorographed by the procedures of Bonner
and Laskey (1974).

The X-ray filra iraage was then scanned

on a Beckman gel scanner.
Collagen Gel Culture
Three dimensional collagen substrates of repolymerized
rat tail collagen were prepared according to the raethods of
Bernanke and Markwald (1979, 1982).

Chick rayocardial

explants from stage 14 embryos (Hamburger and Hamilton,
1951) were placed on the surface of collagen gels
containing medium 199 with 2% chick serura and ITS
supplement (Collaborative Research I n c ) .

Results
Electrophoretic profiles of the ECM
The electrophoretic profiles of newly synthesized proteins are sho'wn in Fig. 3-1.

These patterns reflect the

distribution of proteins synthesized in the five hr period
after staging but the relative peak height is only semiguantitative as we have no knowledge of the pool sizes
within the cells.

There is a dramatic change in the pro-

file between stages 15 and 17 which coincides with the
onset of seeding.

A large peak of raaterial (approxiraately
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22,000 in raolecular weight) is present at stage 15 but
barely discernible at later stages.

Also, there is an

increase of raaterial in the range 55K-100K at stage 17
which persists into stage 19.

The profiles of the ECM pro-

teins of the AV segments during stages 17 and 19 were
virtually identical, no differences could be found in
either the peak height or motility of the peaks in the SDS
gel.

We also found no differences between the patterns of

label incorporation into the ECM of the AV region and that
of the VN region.

The peak heights and protein migration

within the SDS gels were identical to those of the AV
region at all stages (not shown).
Ability of the ventricular
myocardium to promote seeding
Since we observed no differences in the protein profile between the AV and VN segments, we tested the ability
of the 'VN myocardiura to proraote AV endothelial seeding in
culture (Runyan and Markwald, 1983).

Stage 14 AV explants

were placed on the surface of collagen gels for 12 hr and
the myocardial portion of the explant was then removed.
The AV endotheliura will not normally seed mesenchymal cells
under these conditions (linear regression predicts 20%
seeding or less for stage 14 explants after this time in
co-culture).

Subseguent replacement of the AV explant by a

VN explant resulted in the presence of seeded cells from
the AV endothelium in 85% (n=14) of cultures.
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Discussion
The results sho-wn here suggest that there is a specific pattern of proteins or subunits of proteins in the ECM
which changes at the same tirae the AV endothelial cells
undergo an epithelial-raesenchymal transformation.

The

change in the profile does not appear to be due to production by the newly formed mesenchymal cells since there is a
difference in the number of these cells between stages 17
and 19 which is not reflected in continued change in the
profile.

We cannot deterraine however, whether these

changes are due to altered synthetic activity by the myocardiura or the endotheliura.

Morphological evidence indi-

cates that a majority of fucose is incorporated into macromolecules by the myocardium (Hay and Markwald, 1981) and
prelirainary evidence indicates that approxiraately 80% of
the araino acid labeled ECM in long terra cultures is produced by the rayocardiura (unpublished data).

Thus we have

reason to suspect that these changes relect altered synthesis by the myocardium.
Within the molecular weight range of proteins or subunits (14- 220K Mí-/) seen here, no obvious differences
between the AV and "VN ECM were found.

This was somewhat

suprising since it had been previously suggested that
regional differences in the ECM were responsible for the
formation of mesenchymal cells and the raost likely candidate for specific interaction is within the population of
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glycoproteins found in the raatrix (Manasek, 1975a).

How-

ever, the ablity of the VN explant to replace the AV
explant in proraoting the migration ofraesenchyraalcells
into the collagen gel cultures is significant.

While the

role of the proteinaceus portion of the ECM is still open
to conjecture, we can say that the formation of cells from
AV canal endothelia is due both to regional differentiation
of the endothelium and to a more generally produced promoter of epithelial-mesenchyraal transformation from the
rayocardiura. Further studies are underway to isolate and
recombine the protein portion of the matrix into the three
dimensional culture systera to determine its role in this
tissue interaction.
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Fig. 3-1.

Electrophoretic profiles of AV segment ECM.

Numbers above the arrows indicate the molecular weight
distribution. The stage of the embryo for each profile is
indicated below.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF EXTRACELLULAR PROTEINS IN THE EMBRYONIC
HEART: CORRELATION WITH MESENCHYME DEVELOPMENT

Introduction
The onset of mesenchymal cell raigration in the atrioventricular (AV) canal region of the erabryonic heart
constitutes one of the major processes in the eventual formation of the valves and septa of the heart (Patten et
1948; Hay, 1978).

al.

Through the use of a three dimensional

culture system it was .recently shown that the forraation of
mesenchyme is a regional specialization of AV endothelium
which is dependent on a tissue interaction with another
portion of the heart, the myocardium (Runyan and Markwald,
1983).

Studies with an inhibitor 5-diazo-5-oxo-L-norleu-

cine ( D O N ) showed this effect to be mediated by extracellular glycoconjugates (Mark^^rald and Funderburg, 1983).

The

nature of the interacting glycoconjugate was not
established.
Based on the frequently greater molecular heterogeneity of glycoproteins compared to glycosaninoglycans or proteoglycans, Manasok (1975a) proposed that glycoproteins of
the heart ECM provide regional specificity to the extracellular matrix (ECxM) and that recognition of matrix glycoproteins might be involved in the raigration of heart
42
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raesenchyraal (HM) cells.

The present study is an investi-

gation of the differences in proteins, detected by isotope
incorporation, between regions of the heart and over the
period of tirae that tissue interaction leading to HM formation takes place.

Regional and teraporal analysis of ECM

proteins raay provide an opportunity to deterraine whether a
newly synthesized species can account for the observed,
tirae specific, interaction between the endothelium and the
myocardiura.
Autoradiographic studies of the glycoproteins of the
matrix have used fucose incorporation for detection and
have shown a gradient of material extending from the myocardium and tapering towards the endothelium (Manasek,
1975a; Hay and Markwald, 1981).

Migratory HM cells also

bind fucosylated material to the cell surface as they
raigrate (Markwald £t. a_l. 1982).

Biocheraical characteri-

zations of raatrical glycoproteins have also utilized fucose
incorporation but have been hindered by the large araount of
interraolecular aggregation found in the ECM (Manasek,
1975a, 1977).

Exaraination of matrical proteins after

treatment with SDS was previously undertaken (Manasek,
1975a, 1977), but the results were inconsistent (Manasek,
1975b).

The present study incorporated a nuraber of raethod-

ological improvements.

Labeling of newly synthesized pro-

teins was accomplished with
fucose.

C amino acids rather than

This perraited a potentially greater nuraber of
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labelled molecules to be visualized and allowed a semiquantitative comparison between different species of
proteins.

In addition, the higher eraission energy of the

carbon-14 allowed fluorographic visualization of the separated proteins.

Extraction of the raatrix was also enhanced

by the addition of EDTA to the isolation procedure.

The

results showed both regional and temporal variation in the
incorporation of label into proteins but no novel protein
species was found during development which might "induce"
the tissue interaction.

A preliminary report on this study

has been previously published (Runyan et al. 1982).

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Labelled Material
Six to eight identically staged chick embryos were
collected and placed into a modified New culture system
(New, 1955) for each preparation of protein.

Briefly, a

filter paper ring was placed around the vitelline disk and
cut out along the periphery of the ring.

The entire embryo

and disk was then immersed in sterile Tyrode's salt
solution (Gibco) to rinse away adhering yolk material and
then suspended over the top of a 35 mm plastic petri dish
containing 4 ral of raedia. This assembly was then placed in
a 50 mm plastic petri dish and incubated at 37 C in a 5%
C0_ atmosphere.

For incubation with labelled amino acids

the raedium was RPMI 1540 (Select-Amine kit, Gibco) made
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without the amino acids contained in the radiolabelled
mixture.
used.

For glucose incorporation medium 199 (Gibco) was

Uniformly labelled

C amino acid mixtures in

ethanol (algal protein hydrosylate) were obtained from
either New England Nuclear (303 mCi/mmole average specific
activity) or ICN (50 mCi/ramole specific activity).

The

amino acid mixture was dried under a stream of nitrogen
gas, resuspended in Tyrode's salt solution, and applied to
the upper surface of the erabryo (12.5 uCi/embryo) in order
to avoid dilution of the label into the volurae of raedia
beneath the embryo.

Embryos frora stages 14 through 19

(Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) were collected and incubated
with the amino acid raixture for 5 hr (stages are those at
tirae of initial incubation).

Glucose-labelled material was
14

obtamed with identical procedures u s m g
200 mCi/mmole).

/
C glucose (ICN,

Upon completion of the labeling period the

hearts were removed from the embryos and placed into
calcium and magnesium free Dulbecco's salt solution
(Gibco).

The atria and outflow tracts were cut away and

the reraaining tissue was divided into AV canal and ventricular portions.

The segments from each stage were pooled

(AV and ventricle separately) and suspended in 200 ul of
5mM EDTA in Dulbecco's salts at 4°C for 3 0 min.

The tis-

sues were centrifuged in an Ependorf microfuge (10,000g, 15
sec) and the EDTA supernatant was removed.

The tissue was

resuspended in 200 ul of testicular hyaluronidase (type
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VI-S, Sigma; 510 NF units/ml) in Dulbecco's salts containing 2 mM diisopropylflourophosphate (a serine protease
inhibitor) and shaken at 37°C for 4 hr.

The testicular

hyaluronidase was previously determined to be protease free
by incubating 200 units in Dulbecco's salt solution (2 ml)
with 20 mg of hide powder azure (Sigma) for 24 hr at 37 C.
No difference in dye release was observed between the
controls and the enzyme preparation (Rinderknecht et al.
1958).

After the period of incubation the heart tissues

were vortexed briefly to dislodge ECM molecules and the
cellular portion was pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000 g
for 3 min.

The supernatant containing the ECM molecules

was combined with the previous EDTA supernatant and stored
at -20 C.

For electrophoresis, the samples (400 ul) were

thawed and 400 ul of 10% TCA was added to precipitate the
proteins.
Gel Electrophoresis
The TCA precipitates were resuspended in sample buffer
and electrophoresed on SDS-PAGE gels at both 7% (proteins
labelled with ICN araino acid raixture) and 10% (proteins
labelled with New England Nuclear araino acid mixture)
acrylamide concentrations according to the procedures of
Laemmli (1970).

Each lane contained ECM material (aliquots

with identical cpm) from a different embryonic stage and
separate gels were run for AV and ventricular extracts.
For two dimensional electrophoresis, proteins (ICN label)
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from stage 17 erabryos were collected as described previously and the TCA precipitates were washed four times in
100% ethanol prior to separation.

Two dimensional electro-

phoresis was performed by the procedures of O'Farrell
(1975) using the non eguilibrated gel procedure to avoid
loss of proteins.

Five thousand cpm of protein in lysis

buffer was added to each isoelectric focusing gel.

The

reagents used in both one dimensional and two diraensional
elctrophoresis were obtained frora Bio-Rad except the ampholines which were obtained from LKB (pH 3-10).

Molecular '

weight standards (High and Low ranges, Bio-Rad) were run on
the end lane of each gel, cut off, and stained with
Coomassie Blue.

The remainder of each gel was prepared for

fluorography by the methods of Bonner and Laskey (1974)
using glacial acetic acid as the solvent.

The dried gels

were placed against X-ray film (XAR-5, pre-flashed to a
density of 0.1 absorbance units as determined on a Beckman
35 spectrophotoraeter at 595 nra) and stored at -70 C for
three weeks (Laskey and Mills, 1975).

The autoradiographic-

films were subsequently scanned with a Beckman gel scanner
at 595 nm.
Controls for Cytoplasraic
Contaraination
As a measure of cytoplasmic contamination, the
percentage of glucose 5 phosphate dehydrogenase in the ECM
preparation versus the cellular fraction was determined.
sonicate of the cell fraction and the ECM fraction were

A
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compared on a fluorometer (excitation 349-5 nM, eraraission
43 0-10 nM) for the production of NADH in a raixture of
glucose 5 phosphate (1.25 raM), NAD (0.1 raM), and MgCl (10
mM) in Tris buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) (Langdon, 1955).

Results
Figure 4-1 shows a gel coraparing AV canal ECM protein
extracts over time.

In general, the AV proteins appeared

the same at all stages with some variation in intensity
frora stage to stage.

The glycoprotein nature of these pro-

teins was supported by the co-migration of glucose label
with the visible protein bands (Fig. 4-1, lane G ) . In
order to display the differences between stages more
graphically the lanes were scanned spectrophotoraetrically
and such profiles are seen in Fig. 4-2.

The profiles of

the AV canal segments show variation in terms of peak
height (relative amount of synthesis) between stages but
all peaks appear to be present to some degree at every
stage.

The most obvious change between stages is the suc- .

cessively greater appearance of a approxiraately 45 KD peak
with increasing age (line, Fig. 4-2).
There was a large amount of material left at the origin.

In order to visualize this material the labeling

procedure was repeated and the proteins were run on 7%
acrylamide gels.

The results are shown in Fig. 4-3.

The

dominant protein peak seen in stage 14 embryos had a raole-
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cular weight of approxiraately 25 KD.

This peak was seen in

both the AV and ventricular segments of the heart.

Little

difference was seen between the regions at this stage as
all of the protein peaks could be found on both profiles.
The AV segments displayed a greater overall density in the
high molecular weight range but specific components in this
area were not resolved.
Stage 15 hearts showed almost identical patterns of
labelled proteins in both regions examined.

Corapared to

the previous stage, both the AV and the ventricle had a
relative increase in coraponents of the matrix which
migrated in the higher molecular weight range (120-240 K D ) .
Matrical proteins frora stage 15 hearts had a similar distribution.

Again, the dorainant peak of protein was around

25 KD but a relative increase in a peak of approximately 75
KD was seen from the previous stages.

In the highest raole-

cular weight area, the ventricles of stage 15 were seen to
produce a peak of 220-240 KD which was increased while the
AV canals showed a decrease from the previous stage.
The greatest difference between regions of the same
stage occurred with stage 17 hearts.

The AV canals showed

the same dorainant peak of approximately 25 KD seen in all
previous stages.

Except for a difference in the approxi-

mately 75 KD peak the profile was essentially the same as
that of the stage 14 hearts.

However, the ventricle showed

a shift frora the previous pattern.

By this stage, the
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dorainant peak was around 45 KD and was part of a group of
five peaks which had increased in the 35-75 KD range.

A

large peak of 220-240 KD raaterial was present in the
ventricular profile but not seen in the AV canal profile.
This pattern continued with the stage 18 profiles, but an
increase in the 35-75 KD group and a reappearance of the
highest raolecular weight proteins in the AV segments tended
to reduce the differences between regions.
The profiles of the oldest stage examined, stage 19,
were almost the same between regions.

By this time the

pattern of proteins produced in the AV canal assuraed the
pattern seen in the ventricles of stages 17, 18, and 19.
The peak at 45 KD seen in Fig. 4-2 was the largest peak
visualized in the 7% gel at stage 19.

However, at the high

raolecular weight end of the pattern the 220-240 KD peak
reappeared in the AV canals and was diminished in the
ventricles.
Two dimensional electrophoresis was run on samples
collected from stage 17 where the difference between
regions was seen to be the greatest and this is shown in
Fig. 4-4.

A large amount of aggregated raaterial failed to

run into the isoelectric focusing gel.

Of the raaterial

that did, all the proteins appeared to be identical.

The

high raolecular weight peaks which deraonstrated the greatest
variation between stages were present in both regions on
these gels.

Concentration differences were observed and
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some proteins were just barely visible on the autoradiograph but it can not be determined whether this was due to
varied incorporation of label or to the aggregation.

The

total number of proteins in the ECM appears to be greater
than 35.

In contrast, 15 to 20 were seen in Fig. 4-3 and

only 5 to 7 were seen in the SDS gels of Manasek (1975).
To confirm the extracellular nature of these proteins,
aliquots of the cellular fraction equal in cpm to the ECM
fraction were electrophoresed and fluorographed for the
sar.-e period of ti.-r.e (not shown).

This demonstrated a

complex profile of labelled material with a few peaks of
sir.ilar rdgration to those of the ECM fraction but with
reduced peak height.

In order to determine the maximura

potential contribution of cellular protein to the profile
of ECM proteir. a fracticn of the cellular protein, calculaceá to represent cytosolic leakage, was electrophoresed.
This fraction was calculated as follows.

The average

anio-jrit of gluccse 6 phosphate dehydrogenase in the ECM
fractÍDn was found to be 2.7% of the amount in the matrix
ar.d r yccardi:^- comicined.

The average quantity of label

fc:.u-.i in the cellular fraction was 2.1 times the label in
the EC.M fraction, this was multiplied by the average cell
leã :5;^--'i (2.7%) and tnen arbitrarly doubled to a final percentage of 11.5% to ãerr.c.nstrate the worst possible case of
celliil.ar contaiT;ination.

7he cellular profiles were not

seen -to change betveen stages *with this low -tinotint of l.ibel
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and only one stage is shown (Fig. 4-5). Material in certain peaks (approximately 45-90 KD) appears to coincide
with portions of the ECM profile but the raajority of
material in the ECM fraction is clearly extracellular.

Discussion
These data show that the number of extracellular proteins or protein subunits is much greater than previously
shown.

Seven peaks of labelled material were deraonstrated

on SDS gels after counting slices of gel for radioactivity
(Manasek, 1977).

Sirailar gels visualized by fluorography

in the present study show approxiraately 20 peaks while
two-diraensional electrophoresis displayed approxiraately 50
discernable spots.

Controls indicate that a majority of

these proteins are both glycosylated and extracellular.
The change in profiles of heart ECM protein found over.
tirae appears to reflect a raaturational change which is
relatively gradual.

The shift towards higher molecular

weight proteins in the present data concurs with the shift •
in molecular weight found in heart ECM glycopeptides
extracted with pronase in an earlier study (Manasek,
1975a).

Early stages demonstrated peaks of 15 and 25 KD

molecular weight material which was reduced in later stages
in comparison to the relatively greater incorporation of
label into higher raolecular weight species.

If the distri-

bution of label is randora into all proteins, then the
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araount of label incorporated into each protein should
reflect the length of that raolecule. Thus, the large area
under these two small molecular weight peaks (from the 2-D
gels there appear to be several proteins within these
peaks) are due to either a greater incorporation of label
per molecule or to a greater nuraber of such species being
produced.
Regional differences in label incorporation were
detected by both one diraensional and two dimensional electrophoresis.

However, all protein species appeared to be*

present throughout the time period examined in both
regions.

This would suggest that the tissue interaction

which promotes the seeding of mesenchyme, is not due to a
novel species of protein produced uniquely in the seeding
region at a specific time.

The ability of myocardiura from

the ventricle to promote seeding by AV endothelium (Runyan
et al. 1982) is consistent with this observation.
The change in profiles, seen with increasing age, is
most dramatic at stage 17 (7% gels).

The shift between

profiles of younger stages (typified by a predominance of
species of low molecular weight) and profiles of older
stages (with more species of high molecular weight) occured
between regions at this stage.

The ventricular profile

showed an "older" (more mature) pattern while the AV canal
segments deraonstrated a profile similar to the younger
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stages although both saraples were collected frora the same
hearts.
Differences seen between regions and over time in the
vicinity of 220 KD could reflect changes in the synthesis
of fibronectin.

The only glycoprotein specifically identi-

fied to date in the ECM of the heart has been fibronectin
(Waterman and Balian, 1980; Ahumada et_ al^. 1981; Icardo and
Manasek, 1983).

Icardo and Manasek (1983) recently showed

a change in intensity of immunofluoresence during trabeculation in the ventricle which closely corresponded to the •
increased labeling at 220 KD seen during stages 15-18 and
the decrease at stage 19 in the ventricle.

The increase of

labelled material in the AV canal at stage 19 coincides
with the presence of a large population of mesenchyraal
cells and is consistent with an observed production of
fibronectin by the mesenchyrae in culture (Kitten and
Markwald, unpublished observations).
As Manasek (1975a, 1975b) previously pointed out, the .
use of radioactive precursors will not reveal previously
existing molecules of the matrix which may actually be the
interacting component or components.

However, one inter-

pretation of our previous culture experiments (Runyan and
Markwald, 1983; Runyan et_ al_. 1982) is that the interacting
substance is synthesized between stages 14 and 17.

It was

observed that a low percentage (20%) of early embryonic AV
endothelial cultures, even after early removal of the myo-
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cardial explants (stage 14 hearts cultured for 12 hr) would
seed the collagen gels.

This suggests that, in some cases,

an interacting substance presuraably raade at early tiraes
could persist in the vicinity of the endothelial cells
until the endothelial cells responded at the appropriate
time (premature seeding was not observed).

Alternatively,

sirailar explants (stage 14 AV explants with rayocardiura
removed after 12 hr) were replaced with ventricular rayocardial explants which had been cultured on the gel for the
sarae 12 hr at another location.

The increased seeding

(85%) of cultures reflected an interaction with an added
coraponent produced by the ventricular rayocardium. Since
myocardial explants on the surface of collagen gels appear
to lose their associated matrix into the volurae of the gels
(Hay, 1983), the most likely source of this coraponent would
be newly synthesized raaterial. Thus the coraponent is
likely to have been made within the time frame examined in
this study.

The suggestion that this component is synthe- .

sized over a period of time is consistent with the conser- .
vation of protein species seen in the present study.
ECM is known to be directly involved in a number of
tissue interactions (Hay, 1982) but in all cases where the
interacting species have been identified, they have had an
environmental or permissive effect rather than an instructive one (Bissel, 1983).

A number of workers have cor-

related fibronectin to raorphogenetic events (Waterman and
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Balian, 1980; Greenburg et^ al_. 1980; Tomasek et_ al^. 1982;
Icardo and Manasek, 1983) but no clear tissue interaction
has been shown.

Since information could be conveyed by

either the protein portion or the oligosaccharide portion
of the molecule, glycoproteins are attractive candidates
for raediation of tissue interaction.

However, there is a

paucity of direct evidence linking glycoproteins to erabryonic tissue interactions.

Hall and Van Exan (1982) deraon-

strated that the induction of bone by epithelial ECM was
sensitive to trypsin.

A purified protein fraction from

mouse erabryo extract has also been shown to enhance cartilage forraation (Richmond and Elmer, 1980).
The possible presence of an interacting component in
the raatrix throughout early heart development suggests that
the seeding of mesenchyrae into the collagen gel is a result
of an environraental or perraissive stiraulus.

The specific

tiraing of the tissue interaction could be regulated by a
change in the ability of the endothelial cells to perceive
the interactive stiraulus.

It should be made clear however .

that the lack of regional specificity found with the glycoproteins in this study and the lack of specificity of the
interaction found in the previous study (Runyan et al.
1982) both correlate with a lack of regional specificity
observed prior to raigration with the proteoglycans of the
ECM (Funderburg and Markwald, subraitted).

Thus there is no
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evidence that this tissue interaction is specificly
mediated by a protein or proteins.
To answer this question, ECM proteins extracted by the
present protocol, precipitated by 70% amraonium sulfate, and
dialyzed were added to cultures of AV endothelial cells on
collagen gels.

Preliminary experiraents (see appendix A)

have produced potentially activated cells but no seeding
has been observed to date.

Further investigation, using

this approach, is being undertaken.
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Fig. 4-1.

SDS gel (7%) of AV segment ECM. Numbers

beneath each lane indicate the stage of the embryos at
initiation of labeling. Lane G was labeled with C-14
glucose instead of amino acids (stage 17). Numbers on the
side indicate molecular weights in kilodaltons (KD).
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Fiq. 4-2.

Profiles of AV segment proteins.

A comparison

of 10% gel profiles during development of the embryo.
Stages are indicated to the left of each profile.
Molecular weight standards are indicated at both the top
and bottora. The line indicates the peak which appears
over time in the vicinity of 40 KD.
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Fig. 4-3.

Coraparison of AV and ventricle profiles by

stages. ECM proteins on 7% gels. Upper profile of each
pair is from the AV canal. Molecular weight standards are
indicated above or below each pair and are in identical
order to the labeled line.
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Fig. 4-4.

Two-dimensional gels of stage 17 ECM proteins.

Upper gel is AV pattern and the lower pattern is from
ventricular segments. Isoelectric focusing (lEF) was run
from left to right and SDS electrophoresis from top to
bottom. Molecular weight standards are indicated on the
side of each gel in kilodaltons (KD). Circles are drawn
where there was an obvious loss in spot density from the
other region but examination of the original fluorograph
shows that there is material present at each point.
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Fig. 4-5.

ECM (upper) and cellular (lower) profiles

compared. The lower profile is of an aliquot of cellular
proteins calculated to represent potential cell leakage
(contribution) into the ECM fraction.

The cellular

profile was the same at all stages and is compared here
with the profile of stage 14 AV ECM proteins.

Only one

of the peaks (approximately 45 KD) appears to have a
significant contribution of cellular material and this is
small in proportion to the size of the ECM peak.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Principle Findinas
These studies have established a number of major
points about the embryology of the heart.

These can be

summarized as follows:
1) Formation of mesenchyme in the collagen gel
cultures by the AV endothelium is due to a tissue
interaction between the endothelium and the explant.

In .

the absence of the myocardial portion of the explant, AV
endothelial cells from early stage embryos will grow over •
the surface of the gels but wiii not seed into them.
Continued incubation of the myocardial explant with the
endothelium wiii result in the presence of seeded cells
within the gels.

Since only two phenotypes are present in ,

the explant, the interacting tissue appears to be the
myocardiura.
2) The timing of this tissue interaction in culture is
similar to that seen in vivo, since the appearance of
seeded cells occurs at the same time in culture as in vivo.
3) The regional distribution of mesenchymal cells is '
due to the ability of the endothelial cells to respond as
ventricular myocardium is equally capabie of promoting
seeding of AV endothelia.
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4) A greater number of glycoprotelns are pre.ent In
the the EC„ than prevlously shovn.

Kegional dlfferences

appear to be mainly due to varled concentrations of these
components rather than the presence of different species of
proteins
5) Temporal variation in the incorporation of label
reflects a gradual shift towards higher moiecular weight
products.

Prior to .esenchyme for.ation the major protein

products of the myocardiu. are a group of proteins .hich
^igrate in the 16 and 26 KD ranges.

These proteins are

stlil labeled at iater stages but in reduced a.ounts
compared to the n-r(=::=,-h^-y- ^^

the greater mcorporation into higher molecular
weight proteins.
Together these points provide a dif.erent picture fro.
vhat „as thought to be occurring in the heart.

Indirect

evidence (through inhibitor studies-see introduction, had
accu.uxated which suggested that the ECM was involved in
mesenchy^e for.ation.

it couid not be deter.ined, however,

rf this was due to a defect in tissue interaction, due to
an alteration in theraigratorysubstrate, or due to
cytotcic effects on the progenitor cells of .esenchyme.
Manase

(1976a, 1976b, 1977) suggested the idea of a

regionax specificity within the matri.x to explaln the
differences In mesenchyme formation and suggested that the
glycoproteins might provide a specific signal.

Although

the later has not been clearly established, it is not a

regionai synthesis of new species of glycoproteins vhich
regulates the interaction.

The abiiity of the ventricuiar

^Yocardiu. to promote the seeding of Av endotheiium, which
vouid have othervise not seeded, refutes this idea.

If the

interacting component is a glycoprotein, it is appearentiy
present in sufficent quantity.
The reason why regional differences in label
incorporation „ere found is not .no„n.

Changes in labeling

of higher molecular weight proteins can be correlated „ith
other morphogenetic processes in the heart but this has not
been proven.

Changes in incorporation couid reflect either

differences in the access of labeled amino acids into
proteins or real differences in concentration of particular
proteins.

Untii the role of the giycoproteins in the heart

is establlshed, this will remain difficult to evaluate.
Overall, these data suggest that formation of
mesenchyme in the heart is regulated, both in timing and
location, by the endothelial cells.

It cannot be ruled out

that a particular multifactorial combination of ECM
components, present in specific concentrations, is
responsible, but further investigation of the endothelium
seems more feasible In this regard.
Can isolated components of the matri.-c be added to a
culture of competent endothelial cells to induce seeding?
To begin to answer this guestion, an extract of the matrix,
produced by digestion „ith testicular hyaluronidase, was
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added to cultures of AV endothelia (procedures in appendix
A).

The cells responded with a change in morphology and an

appearent movement over the surface of the gels but no
invasion was seen.

This suggests that the matrix can

produce a biological response and that seeding may be a
complex, multifaceted event but further work is necessary
to clarify what is happening in these cultures.

Conceptual Framework
A working hypothesis to integrate the present data
into a larger picture is offered here.

This model includes

a variety of data garnered about the heart, but since
mechanistic questions have been approached only recently in
this system, the specifics of how these cells respond is
speculative.

Figure 5-1 has been drawn to give a visual

representation of the various facets of the working
hypothesis.
From the data in chapters 2 and 3 it is clear that the
endothelial cells of the AV canal, but not adjacent cells
of the ventricle, to a stimulus which is present in both
regions.

The reason for this is not known.

Regional

specificity of this cell population might have arisen
through several mechanisms.

Three alternative mechanisms

can be listed ontogenetically as follows: 1) At the time of
initial formation of the paired endothelial heart tubes,
populations of endothelial cells of separate origin may

t'^lS^^^'

have migrated into regionally specific areas. 2, After
fuslon of the paired tubes into a single endotheliaX tube,
an expanse
i I' Q ^ between
-U J.
r= of
wj. F
i:,OuiM
i xxes
i-h ana
^^inri •i-y.r^
^r
uvceii XT:
the foregut.

it has

been established that the endoderm has an inductive
capacity for the organization of the myofibrixs of the
myocardium

(Lemanskl et al. 1979)
— aj^. la/yj.

rt í
it is conceivable that

this endoderm has an ability to organi.e the single heart
tube into regions and determine whether the celXs wixi be
invasive at this time.

3, . sorting process dependent on

cell-cexx recognition may taKe place in the heart.

Icardo

e ^ î i . (X982, observed that endotheliax ceXIs of stage 9-13
hearts show both cel] nnia,-.-^..
ceix poXarity and processea which wouxd
indicate lateral motixity.

.uring this time period, the

celxs may be undergoing a lateral migration as they sort
into seeding and non-seeding regions.

The anomaxous

seeding seen in the ventricle „ith stage 13 expXants may
refXect an incompXete process of cell sorting at fnis time
The identity of the seeding factor produced by the
myocardium has not been established.

Alx of the

.no™

constituents of the matrix appear to be present, albeit in
varying concentrations, in the matrix for a considerable

change in concentration of a component is critical for the
"rnduction.. of seeding, the timing of the tissue
interaction appears to be regulated by the endotheXium.

Tvo potential mechanisms can be envisioned for this timing
and these are both depicted in Fig. 5-1.
The appearance of a rprp^n^r^vreceptor
recognition site) for -t-ho o ^) for the seedrng
proteoglycan, or whatever) at th^
verj at the
reguxated «ithin the cell.

(
(or some other specific
factor (be it protein,
-^oi .
celi surface could be

Alternatively, a factor (such

as a protease, that alters the Xocax matrix of myocardial
origin might be secreted by the cexi at a speciflc time
The altered matrix might then be able to bind to the cell
and trigger the seeding process.

To date, there is no

evidence that the final observed event, seeding, is a
Product of muxtipxe interactions such as the second
axternative.

xt is offered as a possibility because of

drscussions with, and the wor
(1372. 1982).

in t ™

of, Bernfield and Banerjee

separate developmental systems in

their laboratory (salivary gland formation and smooth
- s c x e hyperplasia of the lung, tissue interaction has been
found to be a tvo-vay interaction between molecules of the
matrix. The possibiiity that thS. i
ity that this also occurs in the heart
cannot be ruled out.
Separation of the ceXXs from one another is aXso
reguired for eventual ceix seeding.

Upon activation,

endothelial cells „ere observed to detach and open up space
between celJ =; Thi^ „JT.^
ceiis.

This effect was observed with AV

endothelial celXs in three-dimensional culture upon the
addrtron of hyaluronate (Bernan.e, 1980, BernanKe and
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Markwald, submitted).

Hyaluronate, of itself, does not

cause seeding of the collagen gels (Runyan, unpublished).
Toole and coworkers (Toole, 1982) have shown the existence
of a binding protein for hyaluronate on the surface of
cultured cells.

Binding of material, labeled with

glucosamine (principly hyaluronate, Funderburg,
unpublished), has been shown to be trypsin labile (.Markwald
e;^ aJ^. 1982) on the surface of heart mesenchymal cells.
Thus there is an indication of biological activity and a
potential site of attachment in the heart system.

For

these reasons, Fig. 5-1 depicts the presence of a
hyaluronate specific site on the surface of the endothelial
cells at the time of activation.

it is not known whether

there is any form of coordination with the seeding factor.
Several other events take place at the time of
activation although the temporal sequence of these events
has not been worked out.

These include a distinct

formation and localization of heparan sulfate proteoglycans
along the matrical surface in the activated regions
(Funderburg, 1983; Funderburg and Markwald, submitted),
hypertrophy of the cell to a more rounded appearance
(Markwald et_ al^. 1977), a "probing" or extension of
processes into the underlying matrix (Kinsella and
Fitzharris, 1980), and a probable (but not yet shown)
reorganization of the cytoskeleton.

All of these phenomena
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are shovn in Fig. 5-1 as part of the process of
epithelial-mesenchymal transformation.
The final event of the cellular transition is the
onset of seeding.

Previously, this „as though to be part

of the direct response to the activation stimuXus.
However, activation and subseguent cell seeding have been
separated experimentaXIy by the addition of
6-diazo-5-oxo-L-norIeucine (DON, (Markwaxd and Funderburg,
1983,.

The potentiax for two or more components to be

seguentialxy or simultaneousxy reguired for seedlng is a
distinct possibility, especialXy in light of the result of
the appxication of ECM to the cultures (appendix A,.
Together, these ideas provlde a conceptual framevorR
which can be tested at speclfic points.

The impetus for

the construction of this framevork has been the relative
similarity of the ECH produced by the myocardium.

This

suggests that the most fruitful area of new investigation
may be to focus on the changes in the endothelium during
mesenchyme formation.

The response of a cell to its

immediate environment may be the major component of these
tissue interactions.
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Fig. 5-1.

Model of events occuring at the time of

epithelial-mesenchymal transition. (For description see
text).
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APPENDIX A

TEST OF ECM EXTRACTS IN CULTURE

Hearts from stage 17 embryos (from the previous
studies it is known. that all protein components are present
and interaction is taking place during this stage) were
collected and the ECM was prepared by two procedures.

In

the first procedure 52 hearts were cut into sections and
treated with testicular hyaluronidase for 5 hr (400 ul of
510 units/ml) at 37°C.

Following incubation in enzyme, the

hearts were vortexed briefly to dislodge the matrix and
pelleted.

The supernatant was retained and frozen until

used on the cultures.

This procedure avoided the use of

protease inhibitor and EDTA to prevent cytotoxic effects
and provide a minimally altered matrix (only hyaluronate
and chondroitin sulfates should have been removed).

m

the,

second procedure, 21 hearts (all regions) were digested by
the procedure described in chapter 4.

Upon collection of

the ECM supernatant, 2.5 volumes of saturated ammonium sul-,
fate were added to give a final concentration of 70% saturated ammonium sulfate, and this was refrigerated overnight.
The pellet of precipitated macromolecules was subsequently
resuspended in a small volume (200 ul) of Tyrode's salts
and dialyzed against 250 ml of Tyrode•s salts overnight.
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Collagen gels were made as previously descrlbed (chapter 2) using 16 mm multi«ell plates.
lated volume of 0.4 mls.

Each gel had a calcu-

Tventy seven stage 14 embrvo

hearts (AV canals) „ere collected and incubated (3 per
- 1 1 ) for 12 hr and then the explants „ere removed to leave
only the AV monolayers on the surface.

One hr later ali-

<3Uots of the ECM extracts or a control of testicular hyaluronidase and bovine serum albumin were added to each well.
Twenty hr later the vells were e.amined and photographed.
The results obtained are shovn in the accompanying
figure (Fig. A-1). m

the range of EC.M material tested

{130-460 ug protein) the majority of monolayers appeared
the same.

Both preparations were capable of eliciting the

response.

Rather than the polygonal endothelial pattern

normally seen, the cells showed e.xtended cell processes and
had appeared to have migrated over the gel surface. Control monolayers treated with bovine serum albumin and testicular hyaluronidase rem.ained unaltered.

However, no

seeding vas observed with any of the monolayers.
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^ ^

Fig. A-1.

Monolayers treated with ECM extract. Each

monolayer was formed by explanting stage 14 AV segments
onto a collagen gel. After 12 hr the explant was removed
to leave a monolayer behind which was competent to seed
upon reception of the interacting component (see chapter
3).

a) Monolayer treated with 450 ug of ECM extract

(extracted without EDTA or hyaluronidase). Some cells
show an extended morphology. b) Monolayer treated with
230 ug of ECM extract. Most of the cells show the altered
morphology. c) Control treated with 200 units of
hyaluronidase and 2 mg bovine serum albumin. d) Monolayer
treated wifn 230 ug of extract. No change in morphology
was seen in this outgrowth. e) Monolayer treated with 450
ug of extract.

All cells showed an altered morphology.

i>*«.

APPENDIX B

THE CELL-EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX INTERFACE: A FREEZE
FRACTURE EXAMINATION OF MESENCHYME IN VIVO AND
IN THREE DIMENSIONAL CULTURE

Introduction
The formation of mesenchyme in the embryonic heart-the
primordia of the valves and septa-is a complex multifaceted
process requiring that progenitor endothelial cells sever
lateral connections, form migratory cell processes, and
invade the underlying extracellular matrix.

The invasion

of the matrix appears to require an attachment to naturally.
occuring substrates such as collagen (Markwald et al. 1979)
in order for the cells to migrate within the three dimensional milieu.

Although the intracellular mechanics of

cell migration in culture have been presumed to be similar
to in vivo situations (Trinkaus, 1980), there is recent
evidence that the organization of the cytoskeletal elements
is different between cells using two and three dimensional
substrates (Tomasek et al. 1982).

The undersides of cells

moving on flat surfaces show a high concentration of
cell-substrate adhesion sites (Izzard and Lochner, 1980),
particularly in specific areas called "footpads".

This

fact has been exploited for the biochemical characterization of adhesion molecules (Culp et al. 1979; Laterra et
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1982) but it is not clear if the structural configur-

ations of these attachment sites have any relationship to
cell-substrate adhesion in vivo.

Additionally, it remains

undetermined if the "footprint" material, including membrane components, proteoglycans and glycoproteins, left
behind during "natural" dettachment from flat substrates
coated with fibronectin (Rollins and Culp, 1979) occurs in
vxvo.
in the present study the membrane and neighboring
extracellular matrix (ECM) of heart mesenchymal (HM) cells
migrating in situ and in three dimensonal collagen gels
were examined by freeze fracture.

Both in yivo and three

dimensional collagen gel culture migrating HM cells utilize
tapered, elongated cell processes as migratory appendages
(Markwald et al. 1979; Bernanke and Markwald, 1982). No
structures comparable to lamellipodia, footpads, or
retraction fibers are seen with these cells in vivo or in
vivo.

The object of this approach is to discern whether

there are any specializations of the cell membrane or pericellular ECM which reflect interactions of the cell with
its environment.

For example, do cells migrating along or

between collagen fibrils show an organization of membrane
associated particles (MAPS) which could indicate potential
attachment to the collagen?

CoIIagen gels were used i
Ln
this study to provide an increased concentration of
an
identifiable component in the extracellular environment.

'

Since attachment in collagen culture is mediated by fibronectin ( itten et al. 1982) it might be expected that
linear arrays of fibronectin such as a fibronexus seen „ith
oells cultured on plastic (Vogel et al. 1980, Singer, 1982^
Fromme et al. 1982, Irish and Hasty, 1983) could be
reflected by a similar organization of W S

at the cell-ECM

interface.
The present data shov a simllar distribution of membrane associated particies (HAPS) on the cell body and
appendages of cells in

sltu and in culture.

Neither cells

in vivo nor in vivo demonstrated linear organization of
MAPS.

Hovever, freeze fracture of three dimensional

oultures generated images which suggest a filopodial
specialization for attachment.

Materials and Methods
Stage 19 to 21 (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) chicl.
embryos „ere collected in order to obtain cardiac mesenohymal cells which „ere actively migrating.

The hearts

were dissected from the embryos and placed into 2% glntaraldehyde in Tyrode•s salt solution (TSS,Gibco) for 20 min
at room temperature.

Subsequently, the hearts vere rinsed '

in TSS and then in TSS containing 30% glycerol for a mini™m

of 1 hr at room temperature prior to freezing.

Lower

concentrations of glycerox gave insufficent protection from
ice crystal formation in these embryonic tissues.
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Freezing was initially performed by plunging the tissues on gold-nickel alloy support piates (Balzers Union)
into a Freon 22 slush.

in,p,oved freezing was obtained when

the back of the support piate was quickly brought into contact with a polished copper block sitting in a bath of
liquid nitrogen.

The frozen support plates containing the

tissue were kept under liquid nitrogen until piacement in a
Polaron E7500 freeze fracturing device.
made at
torr.

Fractures were

-130°C in a vacuum equal to or better than 2 x IQ-^
in order to prevent etching, the platinum elctrode .

vas partially heated prior to the last cut and shadowing
vas started as rapidly as possible after fracturing.

After.

shadowing the specimens with platinum and carbon, the
replicas were removed, fioated on distiiied water, and
cleaned overnight in a solution of 1.3% Sodium Hypochlorite
(dilute Clorox Bleach).

Finally, the replicas were washed

twice in distilled water and picked up on 200 mesh copper
grids.

The grids were examined and photographed in either

a Zeiss EMIO or a Hitachi H-500 TEM.
Collagen gel cultures of heart mesenchyme were made as
previously described (Bernanke and Markwald, 1982; Runyan
and Markwald, 1983).

Briefly, rat tail collagen (1.86

mg/ml) was repolymerized by pH and salt change in 3 5 mm
tissue culture dishes.

The gels were washed several times

with fresh Medium 199 (Gibco) and equilibrated with Medium
199 plus 2% fetal calf serum and ITS premix (Insulin,
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Transferrin, and Selenium, Collaborative Research) for 1
hr.

Atrioventricular canal regions from the hearts of

stage 17 embryos were explanted to the gels and incubated
for 2-3 days at 37 C to achieve a large outgrowth prior to
fracturing.

Small circles of collagen gel surrounding each

explant were cut out for fracturing.

Preparation of the

gels was the same as for the previous tissues except that
freezing against the copper block was required in order to
prevent ice crystal formation.

In order to obtain images

of migrating cells the fracture plane was directed through
the body of the gel beneath the initial explant.

Other

collagen gel cultures were prepared for TEM according to
Bernanke and Markwald (1982).
Embryos were treated with cytochalasin B in shell-Iess
culture (Dunn et a_l. 1981) (5 ug/embryo) and prepared for
TEM as previously dscribed by Bolender and Markwald (1979).,

Results
Cells In Vivo
In general the membrane of mesenchymal cells not
directly involved in attachment was characterized by a
heterogeneous distribution of MAPS.

Portions of the mem-

brane (lower left in Fig. B-1 and upper right in Fig. B-3)
had a sparse distribution while other portions had a denser
configuration of MAPS.

Since no step-Iike fracture planes

intervened between these areas this did not appear to
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reflect a difference between E and P faces (Branton et a^.
1975).

Characteristic depressions occured over the cell

surface which might reflect endocytic activity (Hay et a^.
1983).
surface.

The cells had small filopodial projections from the
There was no apparent difference in the distri-

bution of MAPS on the lateral surfaces of the filopodia.
The ECM in vivo was relatively featureless with only
occasional particles throughout but there was a greater
concentration of particulate matrix in the pericellular
area of some cells (see Figs. B-2 and B-3).
Cells Iri Vivo
í

The general distribution of MAPS on the cell surface

of mesenchymal cells in culture was also variable (compare
Figs. B-5 and B-7). The collagen fibers were clearly
visible in the fractures as they shadowed in the characteristic manner seen by Hasty and Hay (1977).

Where the

collagen fibers were seen to be adjacent to or partially
overlay the cell body and major processes, no specialization of MAPS (neither aggregation nor linear organization) was observed.

In addition, the lack of step like

fractures between the adjacent fibers and the cell membranes (Figs. B-4 through B-7) suggests (but does not
prove) that the fracturing process revealed the cell
surface (ES face).
Cell Attachment
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A groove in the cell membrane in Fig. B-8, by analogy
with the cell in Fig. B-IO, appeared to represent a site
where collagen was present along the cell surface.

A

higherraagnification of the groove (Fig. B-9) showed a randora distribution of MAPS in the area, without particular
organization in relation to collagen.

Conventional elec-

tron microscopic examination showed collagen fibers along
the surface of the cell (Fig. B-11) without the cytoskeletal specialization seen by Fitzharris and Markwald
(1982) at traction sites.
One potential site of attachment appeared to occur at
the tips of filopodia of variable length which extended
peripheral to the main axis of the migratory appendage of
the cell (Fig. B-12).

Most raigratory appendages had mul-

tiple attachment filopodia.

Direct contact between filo-

podia and collagen was not observed in freeze fracture but ,
was previously observed in TEM and SEM (Markwald et al.
1977, 1979, 1981).

The lateral surfaces of the filopodial

processes, extended towards the collagen, showed no difference in MAPS distribution frora the larger cell appendages
or the cell body (Fig. B-13). However, occasional iraages
which correspond in size to the cross sectional diameter of
filopodial contact points (i.e. between 1.5 and 0.3 ura)
were seen to have aggregated MAPS (Figs. B-4 and B-14).
Exaraination of raost filopodial projections (Figs B-15 and
B-15) showed organization of microfilaments but never
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microtubules at atachment points between the cells and the
collagen fibrils.

Treatment with cytochalasin B engendered

cell rounding and loss of migratory appendages (Bolender
and Markwald, 1979).

Similar results were obtained here.

However, though rounded, attachment sites between the cells
and the matrix persisted after disruption of the
cytoskeleton with cytochalasin B (arrow, Fig. B-17).

Discussion
The fracture surfaces shown in the present study
display large expanses of convex cell membrane which, by
conventional interpretation, represent the P face or inner '
membrane leaflet of the lipid bilayer (Branton, 1955).

The'

MAPS represent the distribution of membrane proteins which
are protruding from the inner membrane layer into and
potentially through the outer layer of the membrane which
has been stripped away.

'

Recent work by Pinto da Silva and •

coworkers (1981, 1982) has shown that membrane particles of"
the P face react with lectins and cationized ferritin.
Thus these particles appear to represent cell surface proteins, dragged through the outer membrane leaflet, which
were formerly interacting with the extracellular environment.

Sjostrand (1979) reexamined the evidence that

fracture planes pass between the lipid layers of the membrane and concluded that the evidence was insufficent to
rule out other planes of fracture along the inner and outer
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surfaces of the membrane.

He then proposed a series of

steps to determine the location of the fracture.

It can be

concluded, from steps 1 and 3 of his procedure, that the
convex cell merabranes seen in the present study actually
represent the outer surface or ES face of the cell.

The

boundary between the ECM and the cell membrane is devoid of
the step-like images which might be expected as the
fracture plane crosses the outer membrane leaflet.

The

close association of the collagen fibrils with the cell
raerabrane in Figs. B-4-7 provide support for this interpretation.

However it can be argued that these fibrils were

not closely associated with the cell surface until shadowing.

Either interpretation permits the suggestion that

the MAPS seen here reflect points of interaction between
the cell and the ECM.
Cells within three-dimensional substrates both iri vivo
and ijT. vivo do not display obvious specialization, in
freeze fracture, for attachment to the substrate as they do
for attachment to other cells.

It appears from these

micrographs that mesenchymal cells do not attach to the ECM
via linear arrays of transmembrane proteins as suggested by
fibronexuses in two-dmensional culture.

The linear

orientation of fibronectin seen in replicas of the cell
surface by Fromme et. aj^. (1982) and Irish and Hasty (1983)
apparently reflect a purely extracellular phenomena which
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is not reflected by transmembrane connection to the cytoskeleton.
The observation that migratlng cells appear to attach
to the substrate at small localized portions of the membrane is not unigue to this system.

Corneal fibroblasts

and lens epithelial cells migrating In collagen gels extend
filopodial projections contacting collagen fibers (Tomase^
i!t al. 1982, Greenburg and Hay, 1982).

Extension of filc-

POdia at sites of attachment may be artifacts caused by
shrinkage of the cells during fi.ation produced by adherence of the cell to the collagen.

Obvious shrinRage in

freeze substituted material demonstrates a strong adherence
of ECM material to the cell surface whlch can distort the
cell perimeter (Mar „ald et al. 1931).

Hovever, this gives

strong support to the idea that attachment to the substate
is via discete areas since only portions of the membrane
are extended.

The visualization of microspikes extending

to flat substrates in two-dimensional cultures suggests
that the phenomena is not an artifact of fixation (Izzard
and Lochner, 1980).

Points of interaction betveen HM cells

and collagen can, hovever, be found ^ithout filopodial projection (Bernanke and Markwald, 1982).

This suggests that

filopodia represent localized distortions of the cell
surface caused by traction of the cells on the collagen.
Robinson and Karnovsky (1980) demonstrated the
aggregation of MAPS at the tips of filopodial extensions
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attached to flat substrates.

Extraction of these cells

with EDTA left "substrate attached material" behind that
produced the same image of aggregated MAPS on the attach- a
ment site.

One interpretation of similar membrane

tm

structures seen in the present study is that similar -hd
modifications of the cell membrane are present in cells "e
migrating through a three dimensional matrix.

The low •

numbers of these images generated in the present study and
the lack of similar images in the Hasty and Hay (1977)

ire-

study may reflect an attachment which is sufficently strong
to deflect the fracture plane through the body of the filopodial process instead. Both the present and Hasty and Hay
(1977) study show a number of broken filopodial
projections.

,,

..„>..; í,«y ^nm r:
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Filopodial projections on mesenchymal cells apparently
represent most approximately the "close contacts" of tv/o
dimensional cultures.

Such sites are rich in fibronectin

and are more labile than "focal Contacts" to fibronectin
antibody (Couchman ^

al. 1982).

The attachment of

migrating heart mesenchymal cells has also been shown to be
labile to fibronectin antibody (Kitten _et _al. 1982).

ions

Recent work (Funderburg and Markwald, 1983) has shown that
the surface of migrating mesenchymal cells is enriched in a
heparan sulfate proteoglycan.

Since both Hook et

al.

(1982) and Rapraeger and Bernfield (1982, 1983) have shown
that heparan sulfate can be an integral membrane protein.

100
some of the MAPS (aggregated or ramdom) could represent
heparan sulfate core proteins.

This is particularly

intruiging since Culp and coworkers (Culp _et _al. 1979) have
shown heparan sulfate proteoglycan to be a part of the
"substrate attached material" left at adhesion sites and
Rapraeger and Eernfield (1982) showed the heparan sulfate
core protein to be capable of interacting with actin and
ECM.
The ECM of the embryonic heart was relatively featureless for the most part.

The large numbers of collaaen

fibers as seen in the gels were not present ^n vivo.

Some

particles were present in the matrix which reflect the
known presence of proteins and proteoglycans in the matrix
(Manasek, 1975, 1977; Hay and Markwald, 1981; Markwald et
al.

1979; Runyan _et a_l. 1982).

No differences could be

detected between the hyaluronate rich areas (pre-migratory)
and the chondoitin sulfate rich areas (post-migratory) of
matrix (Markwald et ^ .

1979).

in contrast, the proteo-

glycan rich (chondroitin sulfate and keratan sulfate)
matrix of cartilage was seen to display a regular hexagonal
structure when fractured under near indentical conditions
(Borg et al. 1981).
^.vvj
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Fig. B-1. Mesenchymal cell in_ vivo. The cell is
characterized by a variable density of MAPS over the cell
surface. Possible endocytic or exocytic pits are visible
(arrows). The large particle free bleb (*) is an artefact
of gluteraldehyde fixation. The nucleus (N), cytoplasm (C),
and extracellular matrix (M) are indicated. 32,000x.
Figs. B-2 and B-3.

Details of the cell:matrix interface.

Broken filopodial projections (arrows) are shown on both
cells.

Particles in the ECM (M) are indicated by

arrowheads. Fig. B-2 24,000x, Fig. B-3 24,000x.
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Fig. B-8.

Mesenchymal cell in_ vivo. This portion of the

cell has no extant filopodial processes but a groove where
collagen was present can be seen on the surface (G).
24,000x.
Fig. B-9. Detail of cell membrane. The cell in Fig. B-8
shows no particular organization of MAPS in the groove.
45,000x.
Figs. B-l

and B-11.

TEM of collagen fibrils (C) along

the cell surface in_ vitro. No cytoskeletal organization
beyond the usual actin web is seen beneath the membrane.
Fig. B-10 is a cross sectional view of a groove in the
cell surface similar to Figs. B-8 and 9 above. Fig. B-11
is a longitudinal view of a fibril and the subjacent
surface. Fig. B-10, 80,000x; Fig. B-11. 100,000x.
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tii
Fig. B-12.

Migratory appendage (A), with multiple

, filopodial processes (F), of a cell in vitro. Each
filopodial process is extended towards or contacting a
collagen fibril (C). The process indicated by arrow shows
cytoskeletal organization beneath the membrane. 15,000 x.
Fig. B-13.

Freeze fracture image of a filopodial process

(F) in vitro. The process is not contacting the collagen
fibril (C) in this plane of fracture. Note the apparent
pericellular concentration of particles (arrows). 40,000x.
•

Fig. B-14.

Image of aggregated MAPS. The diameter of this

image corresponds to the tip of the cell seen in Fig. B-15
(detail in Fig. B-15). Smaller images with aggregated MAPS
were also seen (Fig. B-4). 35,000x.
Fiqs. B-15 and B-15.

Mesenchymal cell in vitro.

Filopodial processes are not always greatly extended. This
cell shows smaller protruberences from the cell which
correspond to collagen attachment sites. Fig. B-15 is a
higher magnification of the same cell. The filopodia
indicated by the arrow shows a density due to cytoskeletal
organization. Fig. B-15, 2,500x; Fig. B-15, 10,000x.
Fiq. B-17.

Cytochalsin B treated cells.

Despite the

disorganization of the cytoskeleton and subsequent
rounding of the cells, attachment to the ECM remains at
specific areas of the cell surface (arrows). 7,000x.
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